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ABSTRACT

We present new spatially resolved astrometry and photometry from the Gemini Planet Imager of the inner binary of
the young multiple star system V343 Normae, which is a member of the β Pictoris (β Pic) moving group. V343
Normae comprises a K0 and mid-M star in a ∼4.5 year orbit (AaAb) and a wide 10″ M5 companion (B). By
combining these data with archival astrometry and radial velocities we fit the orbit and measure individual masses
for both components of = M M1.10 0.10Aa and = M M0.290 0.018Ab . Comparing to theoretical
isochrones, we find good agreement for the measured masses and JHK band magnitudes of the two components
consistent with the age of the βPic moving group. We derive a model-dependent age for the βPic moving group
of 26±3Myr by combining our results for V343 Normae with literature measurements for GJ3305, which is
another group member with resolved binary components and dynamical masses.

Key words: planets and satellites: detection – stars: individual (V343 Nor)

1. INTRODUCTION

Binaries remain the primary opportunity to directly measure
the masses of stars. Resolved binaries provide the opportunity
to simultaneously measure masses and individual fluxes of the
components, and can be used to constrain atmospheric and
evolutionary models (e.g., Muterspaugh et al. 2008;
Dupuy et al. 2014; Crepp et al. 2016; Schlieder et al. 2016).
For binaries in young moving groups, where the age can be

determined by considering all the stars in the group at once, the
constraints placed on the models can be especially strong.
The β Pictoris (β Pic) moving group was first identified by

Barrado y Navascués et al. (1999), and initially assigned an age
of 20±10Myr, which was then revised to -

+12 4
8 Myr by

Zuckerman et al. (2001). More recent analyses of the group
favor an older age: 21±4Myr (Binks & Jeffries 2014),
20±6Myr (Macintosh et al. 2015), and 24±3Myr (Bell
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et al. 2015). Stars in the moving group host the imaged planets
βPicb (Lagrange et al. 2012) and 51Erib (Macintosh et al.
2015), and brown dwarfs HR7329B (Lowrance et al. 2000)
and PZTelB (Biller et al. 2010; Mugrauer et al. 2010); the
group is also home to the free-floating substellar object PSO
J318.5338-22.8603 (Liu et al. 2013). Since the inferred masses
of these objects depend sensitively on their age, an accurate
measurement of the age of the β Pic moving group is of prime
importance.

In addition to a number of wide binaries (e.g., Alonso-
Floriano et al. 2015), and close spectroscopic binaries such as
HD 155555 AB (Bennett et al. 1967) and V4046 Sgr
(Byrne 1986) in the β Pic moving group, there are two systems
with resolved spectroscopic binaries—GJ3305 and V343Nor-
mae (V343 Nor), resolved for the first time in this study. GJ
3305 is part of a triple system with the planet-host 51Eri
(Delorme et al. 2012), and an orbit with dynamical masses has
recently been presented by Montet et al. (2015), who find a
model-dependent age for the system (and so the moving group)
of 37±9Myr, consistent with previous estimates. V343Nor
(HD 139084, HIP 76629, at a distance of -

+38.5 1.6
1.8 pc (van

Leeuwen 2007)), is a triple system consisting of a K0 primary
and a mid-M secondary in a close binary orbit (V343 Nor Aa
and Ab) and an outer 10″ M5 companion (V343 Nor B; Song
et al. 2003). An initial orbit fit to radial velocity (RV)
measurements of V343 Nor A by Thalmann et al. (2014) found
a 4.5-year orbit, eccentricity between 0.5 and 0.6, and a
0.11Me minimum mass for the secondary.

The Gemini Planet Imager (GPI; Macintosh et al. 2014) is a
near-infrared (NIR) integral field spectrograph and polarimeter
at the Gemini South telescope. As part of the ongoing GPI
Exoplanet Survey (GPIES) we imaged V343Nor A and
resolved the Aa/Ab binary in 2015, and continued to monitor
the system in 2016. By combining these new astrometric
epochs with archival imaging and RV data, we fit the orbit of
the system and derive dynamical masses for both components.
We derive a new estimate for the age of the β Pic moving group
based on stellar evolution models by combining our dynamical
mass measurements with previous results for components of
the GJ3305 system.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

2.1. GPI Imaging

V343NorA was observed with GPI at three epochs: 2015
July 03, 2016 March 21, and 2016 April 30. The instrument
configuration, observing conditions, and the fitting procedure
used to measure the astrometry and photometry of the binary
are described in more detail in the following subsections. The
initial reduction steps for the data obtained at each epoch were
broadly similar and are outlined first.

The raw images obtained at each epoch were processed with
the GPI Data Reduction Pipeline (DRP) v1.3.0 (Perrin et al.
2014), which performed dark current subtraction, bad pixel
interpolation, and extraction of the microspectra within the raw
two-dimensional (2D) image to create an ( )lx y, , data cube
(Maire et al. 2014). The wavelength axis of the data cube was
calibrated using observations of an argon arc lamp obtained
immediately prior to each of the observing sequences. For the
coronagraphic observations, the position of the star was
determined by measuring the location of the satellite spots—
attenuated replicas of the central point-spread function (PSF)

generated by a pupil-plane diffraction grating—within each
wavelength slice of each reduced data cube (Wang et al. 2014).
For the observations taken in unblocked mode—where the
focal plane mask is removed from the optical path—the
position of the star was measured by fitting a Gaussian. Pixels
with flux values exceeding the saturation limit during any read
of the up-the-ramp calculation were flagged by the detector
server, and excluded from the Gaussian fit. Each wavelength
slice within each reduced cube was then registered to a
common center using the measured position of the central star.

2.1.1. 2015 July

V343NorA was observed with GPI as a part of GPIES on
2015 July 03 (GS-2015A-Q-500). A total of 35 59.6 s single-
coadd exposures were obtained at H band in coronagraphic
mode over the course of an hour, achieving a field rotation of
22°.2. Observing conditions were worse than median, and
deteriorated through the sequence, with an average seeing
recorded by the Gemini DIMM telescope of 1 14. The data
were reduced following the steps outlined previously. Half of
the sequence was rejected due to poor image quality based on a
visual inspection of the reduced data cubes. The remaining data
cubes were further processed through an angular differential
imaging pipeline (ADI; Marois et al. 2006) in order to subtract
the PSF of the primary star. After PSF subtraction, the
individual wavelength slices from each data cube were rotated
to align north with the vertical axis, and averaged together to
create a final image.
While the companion was apparent within the final image

(Figure 1, fourth column), it was partially occulted by the focal
plane mask (0 246 diameter at H) preventing a reliable
measurement of its position using simple centroiding techni-
ques. Instead, the position was measured by fitting the location
of the second Airy maximum, located at a separation of r≈6
px from the center of the PSF. At each tested (x, y) position for
the companion, the image was projected into polar coordinates
(r, θ), centered on the tested position of the companion. In the
ideal case, when the tested location is coincident with the true
location of the companion, the second Airy maximum will
appear vertical within the projected image, being at a constant
value of r for all values of θ (Figure 2, bottom left). As the
tested location deviates from the true location of the
companion, the Airy maximum no longer has a constant radius
for all values of θ, and becomes distorted within the projected
image (Figure 2, bottom middle and bottom right). The location
of the companion was thus estimated by maximizing the flux at
the radii of the second Airy maximum (r= 6.5 px) over all
values of θ by varying the tested (x, y) position. An uncertainty
of σρ=1.5 px and σθ=5° was adopted. Deviations from the
adopted astrometry greater than these uncertainties caused a
significant shift in the position of the second Airy maximum
within the projected image. The pixel offset between the two
components was converted into an on-sky separation and
position angle using the astrometric solution presented in De
Rosa et al. (2015), and these are given in Table 1.

2.1.2. 2016 March and April

To obtain more accurate astrometry of the system,
V343NorA was observed with GPI in unblocked mode
(GS-2015B-Q-501), where the focal plane mask which partially
occulted the companion in the first epoch was removed from
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the optical path, at H band on 2016 March 21, and at both J and
H band on 2016 April 30. For the March epoch, seven 29.1 s
single-coadd exposures were obtained under poor observing
conditions and with significant extinction from clouds. For the
April epoch, 13 1.5 s×10-coadd frames were obtained, five at
J band and eight at H band, under median observing conditions
with negligible extinction.

PSF fitting was used to measure the pixel offset and flux
ratio between the two components within each broadband
image. As no unocculted PSF was observed either before or
after the observations of V343NorA, a reference PSF was
constructed from either previous GPI observations of unoc-
culted H-band PSFs from commissioning and the GPIES
campaign, or from a 180° rotated version of the PSF of
V343NorA, based on the assumption that the PSF is
rotationally symmetric (e.g., Perrin et al. 2003). For each
image from each epoch, the best matched reference PSF was
that which, when fit to the position and flux of V343NorAa,
minimized the sum of the residuals of the PSF-subtracted
image within an annulus with a central radius of 7.3px (the
separation of V343 Nor Ab) and width of 5px. V343NorAb
was masked within the annulus to minimize any bias to the fit.
For the 2016 March epoch, the best fit reference PSF was
identified as the PSF of the early M-dwarf companion to
HIP70931, observed during the commissioning of GPI on
2014 May 11. For the 2016 April epoch the PSF was elongated
along one axis and as such the available reference PSFs were a
poor match. Instead, a reference PSF was constructed for each
broadband image by rotating the image by 180°.

The pixel offset and flux ratio between the two components
were measured within each broadband image by fitting
simultaneously both components using the best fit reference
PSF identified previously. For the March epoch six parameters
were fitted: the pixel position of the two components and the
flux ratios between the reference PSF and each of the
components. For the April epoch only five were fitted; the
flux ratio between the reference PSF and the primary star was
set to unity as the reference PSF was a 180°rotated copy of the
image. The parameters which minimized the residuals of the
PSF-subtracted image within the same annulus described
previously were found using a downhill simplex optimization
algorithm. The results of the PSF subtraction are demonstrated
for one of the images from each epoch in Figure 1 (fifth and
sixth columns, middle and bottom rows). Uncertainties were
estimated by comparing the injected and recovered astrometry
and photometry of fake companions injected at the same
separation and flux ratio as V343NorAb, at seven different
position angles with an interval of 45°. This process was

repeated for each of the images at a given epoch to determine a
final pixel offset, flux ratio, and corresponding uncertainties for
that epoch. As with the first epoch, these pixel offsets were
converted into separations and position angles which are
reported alongside the flux ratios in Table 1.

2.2. Archival NaCo Imaging

To better sample the orbit of the V343NorA binary, VLT/
NaCo (Lenzen et al. 2003; Rousset et al. 2003) observations
were obtained from the ESO Archive.30 The two components
of the binary were resolved at three epochs between 2003 and
2011, of the six available within the archive. Observations were
also obtained on the following dates but were not usable: 2003
February 14 (very poor conditions), 2012 July 21 (variable
conditions, companion not resolved), and 2013 February 14
(taken with 27 mas px−1 camera, companion separation
predicted to be ∼2 px). As with the GPI observations, the
initial reduction steps were similar for each epoch, and are
described below. A summary of the instrument configuration
and observing mode, and of the fitting procedure used to
measure the astrometry and photometry, is given for each
epoch in the following subsections.
Each NaCo image was processed through the standard near-

infrared data reduction process consisting of dark current
subtraction, flat fielding, bad pixel interpolation, and sky
subtraction. The location of the star within each image was
measured by fitting a 2D Gaussian, with nonlinear and
saturated pixels given zero weight. For observations taken in
cube mode; where instead of multiple coadds being combined
into one image, each coadd is saved to disk; which typically
consist of thousands of raw images on a given target, the full
width at half maximum (FWHM) of the central star was
measured within each image, and the 10 percent with the
smallest FWHM were carried forward in this analysis. Reduced
images were then registered to a common center, and high-pass
filtered in the Fourier domain to remove spatial features larger
than 10 pixels. These reduced and aligned images were mean-
combined to create a final image for each target.

2.2.1. 2003 February

With NaCo on 2003 February 19 UT, 28 images were
obtained using the NB2.12 narrowband filter (λcen= 2.13 μm)
and the S13 objective camera, each consisting of a 1.1 s×2-
coadd exposure (program ID 070.C-0777, PI: Mundt). Obser-
ving conditions were slightly worse than median, with an

Table 1
Astrometric and Photometric Measurements of V343 Nor Aa/Ab

UT Date Instrument Filter Plate Scale True North ρ θ Contrast Calib.
(mas px−1) (degree) (mas) (degree) (mag) Ref.

2003 Feb 19 NaCo NB2.12 13.24±0.05 −0.05±0.10 63.2±6.8 54.6±4.1 L (1)
2009 Sep 30 NaCo KS 13.19±0.07 −0.36±0.05 68.0±6.6 333.6±3.0 2.86±0.11 (2)
2011 Mar 25 NaCo KS 13.21±0.02 −0.50±0.05 98.6±4.6 32.6±3.5 L (3)
2015 Jul 03 GPI H 14.166±0.007 0.10±0.13 111.3±21.3 21.6±5.0 L (4)
2016 Mar 21 GPI H 14.166±0.007 0.10±0.13 103.2±4.3 35.8±1.6 L (4)
2016 Apr 30 GPI J 14.166±0.007 0.10±0.13 100.5±3.2 39.2±1.3 3.25±0.12 (4)
2016 Apr 30 GPI H 14.166±0.007 0.10±0.13 102.3±3.3 40.4±1.2 3.15±0.10 (4)

References.(1) Chauvin et al. (2005), (2) Vigan et al. (2012), (3) Chauvin et al. (2015), (4) De Rosa et al. (2015).

30 http://archive.eso.org/
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average DIMM seeing during the sequence of 0 87. Despite
the narrowband filter and short exposure time, V343NorAa
saturated the central core of the PSF to a radius of
approximately two pixels, depending on the seeing conditions
during the exposure. As described previously, such pixels
were given zero weight when determining the position of
the star.

The PSF within the observations of V343NorA exhibited a
strong asymmetry in the intensity of the first Airy ring, at radius
coincident with that of V343NorAb, which precluded using a
180°rotated copy for PSF subtraction. Instead, we searched the
ESO Archive for a PSF reference star. Restricting the search to
observations within a month of 2003 February 19, observations
of seven stars were found and reduced. The best reference PSF
was identified in a similar fashion as for the GPI observations,
and was found to be that of GJ256 (K4V; Houk & Smith-
Moore 1988) observed as a part of the same program as
V343NorA. With the reference PSF identified, the PSF fitting
and uncertainty estimation followed the same procedure
outlined for the GPI observations. Pixel offsets were converted
into an on-sky separation and position angle, reported in
Table 1, based on the astrometric calibration of NaCo S13
observations given in Chauvin et al. (2005). The saturation of
the inner pixels within the core of the PSF prevented a
measurement of the contrast between the two components at
this epoch.

2.2.2. 2009 September

With NaCo on 2009 September 30 UT, 41 data sets were
obtained in cube mode using the KS broadband filter

(λcen= 2.12 μm) and the S13 objective camera (program ID
083.C-0150, PI: Vogt), each with an integration time of
0.347 s, and between 120 and 122 coadds. In total, 4977
0.347 s exposures were recorded. Observing conditions were
worse than median, with an average DIMM seeing of 1 09.
During short periods of improved seeing, counts within the
inner core of the PSF exceeded the linearity limit of the
detector, although the saturation limit was never reached.
Despite the poor observing conditions the PSF within the

combined image was symmetric, and as such a 180°rotated
copy was used as a reference for PSF subtraction. Observations
of other stars obtained with the KS filter within a month were
tested as reference PSFs, and the residuals in each case were
significantly worse. PSF fitting followed the same procedure as
outlined previously. Pixel offsets were converted into an on-
sky separation and position angle using the astrometric
calibration given in Vigan et al. (2012), and are reported in
Table 1. As the pixel values exceeded the linearity limit in only
a small subset of the images used within this analysis, a
contrast between the two components was measured at this
epoch, and is reported in Table 1.

2.2.3. 2011 March

With NaCo on 2011 March 25 UT, 21 data sets were
obtained in cube mode using the KS broadband filter
(λcen= 2.12 μm) and the S13 objective camera (program ID
086.C-0600, PI: Vogt), each with an integration time of
0.347 s, and between 101 and 102 coadds. In total, 2135
0.347 s exposures were recorded. Observing conditions were
better than median, with an average DIMM seeing of 0 72.

Figure 1. V343 Nor Aa and Ab for the six epochs of imaging data. The top row shows the initial reduced images, the middle row following PSF subtraction of the
primary, and the bottom row the results of PSF fitting and subtraction of the secondary. Only two panels are shown for the 2015 July epoch as the secondary PSF was
not subtracted. Labels at the top of each column indicate the epoch and the instrument. The best fit orbit (light gray) is indicated in the middle row, as is the derived
location of the secondary (+). For the 2009 September and 2016 April epochs a negative of V343NorAb can be seen as the reference PSF was that of V343Nor
rotated by 180°. These negatives do not appear in the final row as the companion was subtracted prior to the subtraction of the primary to create the final image. For
the 2015 epoch, the white circle indicates the position and radius of the GPI coronographic mask.
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Despite being observed with the same instrument configuration
as the 2009 epoch, the improved seeing conditions caused the
central core of the PSF to exceed the saturation limit of the
detector within a three pixel radius. Saturated and nonlinear
pixels were given zero weight when determining the position of
the central star within each image.

As with the previous two epochs, the best reference PSF was
identified from either other stars observed with the KS filter and
S13 objective camera, or a 180°rotated copy of the PSF of
V343NorAa. Within the archive, 14 potential reference PSF
stars were identified. Of these 14, and the rotated copy of
V343NorAa, the best reference PSF was identified as that of
PZTel (G9IV; Torres et al. 2006), observed as part of the same
program as V343NorA. The PSF fitting and uncertainty
estimation followed the same procedure as previously. The
brown dwarf companion to PZTel (Biller et al. 2010) was at a
separation of 0 37 at this epoch, wide enough to not bias the
fit. Pixel offsets were converted into an on-sky separation and
position angle using the astrometric calibration given in
Chauvin et al. (2015), and are given in Table 1. A measurement
of the contrast between the two components could not be
estimated from these observations due to the saturation of
V343NorAa within a three pixel radius.

2.3. Radial Velocities

2.3.1. HARPS

V343NorA was observed by the R≈115,000 HARPS
spectrograph (Mayor et al. 2003) on the La Silla 3.6 m
telescope 14 times between 2005 and 2009. We retrieved the
pipeline-reduced spectra from the ESO Phase 3 spectral
archive31, which include barycentric radial velocities. Typical
errors on individual measurements are quoted as <5 m s−1,
however by comparing points at similar epochs (within 1 week)
we compute the standard deviation to determine that the stellar
jitter is closer to 130 m s−1, and so we adopt this as the
minimum RV error. HARPS RVs, along with RVs from other
sources, are reported in Table 2.

2.3.2. FEROS

There are 19 epochs of data on V343NorA between 2002
and 2012 collected with the R≈48,000 FEROS

Figure 2. PSF-subtracted wavelength-collapsed GPI images of V343NorA at
the 2015 July 03 epoch displayed in Cartesian coordinates (top row) and
projected into polar coordinates centered on the tested location of the
companion (bottom row). The three columns correspond to different tested
locations of V343NorAb; the adopted astrometry given in Table 1 (left
column), the same but with a five degree offset applied on the position angle
(middle column), and instead with a 1.5pixel offset applied on the separation
(right column). In the top row, the positions of the two components are
indicated by the star symbols. The position of the companion was estimated by
maximizing the flux within an annulus centered on the predicted location of the
second Airy maximum (central radius of 6 px, and a width of 1 px; white
dashed lines), which appears as a rectangular region within the projected
images.

Table 2
Radial Velocities of V343 Nor Aa

UT Date Instrument RV (km s−1)

2001 Apr 06 SSO 2.2±1.2
2001 Jun 02 SSO 2.9±2.2
2002 Apr 04 FEROS 5.05±0.16
2002 Jul 25 SSO 5.4±0.7
2003 Mar 27 LCO 5.6±0.4
2004 Apr 04 FEROS −1.53±0.16
2005 Feb 19 FEROS 2.15±0.16
2005 Mar 23 FEROS 2.53±0.16
2005 Apr 01 HARPS 2.52±0.13
2005 Apr 05 HARPS 2.55±0.13
2005 Apr 07 HARPS 2.50±0.13
2005 May 09 HARPS 2.75±0.13
2005 May 31 HARPS 2.70±0.13
2006 Mar 11 HARPS 4.40±0.13
2006 Apr 02 HARPS 4.50±0.13
2006 Apr 03 HARPS 4.29±0.13
2006 May 05 HARPS 4.35±0.13
2006 May 18 HARPS 4.51±0.13
2006 May 22 HARPS 4.15±0.13
2006 May 24 HARPS 4.46±0.13
2006 Jun 10 HARPS 4.53±0.13
2009 Jul 20 HARPS 1.75±0.13
2007 May 02 FEROS 5.31±0.16
2007 May 06 UVES 5.5±0.3
2009 Mar 16 UVES 0.63±1.0
2012 Mar 05 FEROS 5.57±0.16
2012 Apr 14 FEROS 5.49±0.16
2012 Apr 15 FEROS 5.57±0.16
2012 Apr 16 FEROS 5.41±0.16
2012 Apr 16 FEROS 5.39±0.16
2012 Apr 18 FEROS 5.97±0.16
2012 Apr 22 FEROS 5.61±0.16
2012 Apr 23 FEROS 5.30±0.16
2012 Apr 26 FEROS 5.33±0.16
2012 Jul 03 FEROS 5.12±0.16
2012 Jul 03 FEROS 4.97±0.16
2012 Jul 10 FEROS 4.80±0.16
2012 Jul 10 FEROS 4.66±0.16
2012 Jul 13 FEROS 4.92±0.16
2012 Jul 13 FEROS 4.91±0.16

31 http://archive.eso.org/wdb/wdb/adp/phase3_spectral/form
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spectrograph (Kaufer et al. 1999) which was located on the
ESO 1.52 m telescope up to 2002 October, then moved to the
MPG/ESO 2.2 m telescope. We have retrieved these data from
the archive and reduced them with the standard MIDAS
pipeline. The data from 2004 and subsequent epochs include
fibers from the star and a ThAr reference spectrum allowing for
wavelength stabilization. We measure relative radial velocities
for these epochs by cross-correlating the 2005 March 23 epoch
spectrum with the spectra from other epochs, producing relative
RVs for all FEROS epochs since 2004. Both FEROS and
HARPS are wavelength-stabilized spectrographs with excellent
RV stability over time, with internal errors much smaller than
the published RVs of possible standards observed by FEROS
on the same nights as the V343 Nor data. So rather than convert
the FEROS relative RVs to absolute RVs by comparing to
standards, we instead convert these to absolute RVs on the
same scale as the HARPS data by assigning an initial RV
offset, and then fitting for this offset more precisely in the
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) orbit fitting procedure (as
described in Section 3.1). The initial offset is chosen by
assuming that the RV measured by FEROS on 2005 March 23
is identical to the RV measured from the 2005 April 01 HARPS
epoch. The values given in Table 1 use the more precise offset
from the χ2

min orbit fit. We follow the same procedure as for the
HARPS data, and assign an error of 160 m s−1 to these
measurements, the standard deviation of RVs over FEROS
epochs within two weeks of each other.

To extract an RV from the remaining FEROS epoch from
2002 April 04, before FEROS was moved to a different
telescope, we cross-correlate the V343NorA spectrum with
spectra from stars of similar spectral type and known RVs
observed on the same night. The standard deviation of errors
from these standards is 80 m s−1, and so we assign the
minimum error of 160 m s−1 to this point as well.

2.3.3. UVES

V343NorA was observed twice with UVES (Dekker et al.
2000), at VLT UT2, in 2007 and 2009, at R≈40,000. We
retrieve the reduced spectra from the ESO Phase 3 spectral
archive and, as with the FEROS 2002 data, cross-correlate
these spectra with spectra taken on the same night (or in the
case of 2009, from nearby nights) of stars with measured RVs.
Uncertainties are assigned as the scatter in the derived RV
using all standards.

2.3.4. Siding Spring Observatory (SSO)/Las Campanas Observatory
(LCO) Echelle Spectra

As part of a large survey of nearby young stars (Song
et al. 2003), V343NorA was observed four times between
2001 and 2003 at SSO and LCO. In 2001 and 2002, using an
echelle spectrograph with the SSO 2.3 m telescope, eight orders
of the echelle spectra covering portions of the spectra between
5800 and 7250Åwere obtained. The measured spectral
resolution of SSO spectra was R≈15,000 at orders containing
the Hα and Li λ6708 lines. In 2003, a R≈40,000 echelle
spectrum was obtained with the LCO du Pont 2.5 m telescope.
These SSO/LCO spectra were cross-correlated against spectra
of a handful of known RV standards and the typical RV
uncertainties are 1.5 and 0.5 km s−1 for SSO and LCO spectra,
respectively.

3. ANALYSIS

3.1. Orbit Fitting

We fit the combined astrometry and RVs using a
Metropolis–Hastings MCMC procedure previously described
in Nielsen et al. (2014). Ten chains are run in parallel for 107

steps each, running a 10-element fit for semimajor axis (a),
eccentricity (e), inclination angle (i), argument of periastron
(ω), position angle of nodes (Ω), epoch of periastron passage
(T0), total mass (Mtot), secondary mass (M2), system RV (RV0),
and FEROS RV offset (RVF). We note that the final term, the
offset between the FEROS and HARPS RVs, is not meant to be
a measurement of the offset between the zero-points of the two
instruments, but rather is a combination of the zero-point offset,
RV jitter between the 2005 April 01 HARPS point and the
2005 March 23 FEROS point, individual measurement errors,
and orbital motion between those two epochs. Period (P) is
then derived from semimajor axis and total mass using Kepler’s
third law and the distance to the system, and primary mass (M1)
from the difference between total mass and secondary mass.
We have found this choice of fit and derived parameters leads
to faster convergence, and has a more natural set of priors.
Priors are flat in log(a) and ( )icos , and flat in all other
parameters. The chains are fully converged, producing Gel-
man–Rubin statistics less than 1.002 for all parameters. Figure 3
displays the data, the lowest χ2 orbit, and 100 representative
orbits drawn from the posterior parameter distributions. In
Figure 4 we present the posteriors on the orbital parameters and
covariances between them.
We confirm the orbital period and eccentricity reported by

Thalmann et al. (2014) based only on RV data, a significant
subset of which appears within this analysis. The orbit is
somewhat inclined (i= 55° ± 4°) and eccentric (e= 0.534±
0.019), with a well-defined period of P=4.58± 0.02 years
(1671± 8 days). The relative dearth of astrometric data
means the fractional error on semimajor axis is significantly
larger than the error on the period, so the total mass, and
thus the primary mass, is only constrained at the 9% level:
1.10±0.10Me. The precise RV observations, however,
allow us to constrain the secondary mass to 6%:
0.290±0.018Me.
The system RV of 2.92±0.08 kms−1 is a significant

improvement over the value of 0.5±0.9 kms−1 used in
Zuckerman et al. (2001). Despite being over 2σ from the initial
value, the updated UVW velocity of the V343 Nor system still
places it solidly in the β Pic moving group. We find a new

Table 3
Orbital Parameters of V343 Nor Aa/Ab

Parameter χ2
min Posterior

Semimajor axis (a, au) 3.076 3.07±0.08
Eccentricity (e) 0.5306 0.534±0.019
Inclination Angle (i, deg) 54.87 55±4
Argument of Periastron (ω, deg) 129.18 130±3
Position Angle of Nodes (Ω, deg) 49.25 49.4±1.6
Epoch of Periastron Passage (T0) 2008.404 2008.41±0.04
Period (P, year) 4.576 4.58±0.02
Total Mass (Mtot, Me) 1.391 1.39±0.11
Primary Mass (M1, Me) 1.177 1.10±0.10
Secondary Mass (M2, Me) 0.2875 0.290±0.018
System RV (RV0, km s−1) 2.920 2.92±0.08
FEROS Offset (RVF, km s−1) 0.1782 0.20±0.11
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UVW of the V343Nor system of U=−9.38±0.53,
V=−17.27±0.70, and W=−9.84±0.48 kms−1, within
1σ of the Gagné et al. (2014) βPic moving group values of
[−11.03± 1.38, −15.61± 1.56, −9.24± 2.50] kms−1, as
expected for a group member.

3.2. Comparison to Models

With direct measurements of the mass of both
V343NorAa and Ab, JHK photometry, and an age for the
system of 24±3 Myr (Bell et al. 2015), we can test the
accuracy of theoretical stellar models with our observations
of the system. We begin with the 2MASS combined
photometry of the system (Skrutskie et al. 2006), the
Hipparcos distance to V343 Nor Aa (van Leeuwen 2007),
and our measured contrasts between the two stars. Utilizing
the associated error with each quantity we use Monte Carlo
error analysis to derive errors on apparent and absolute
resolved magnitudes while accounting for the correlated
errors. In Figure 5 we plot the absolute JHK magnitudes and
dynamical masses against isochrones of the Siess et al.
(2000), BHAC15 (Baraffe et al. 2015), Yonsei–Yale
(Y2, Spada et al. 2013), and Padova PARSEC (Bressan
et al. 2012) model grids. Detailed discussion of the
differences and similarities between these model grids,
including comparison to a larger sample of benchmark stars,
is presented in Stassun et al. (2014) and Herczeg &
Hillenbrand (2015). In addition, we include photometry and
dynamical masses of GJ 3305 (Montet et al. 2015), the only
other resolved spectroscopic binary within the βPic moving
group. For all four objects the 1σ errors lie between the 20
and 30 Myr isochrones, showing good agreement between
theoretical predictions and measurements in the NIR for the
expected age of the β Pic moving group, over almost a factor
of 4 in mass.

3.3. The Age of the β Pic Moving Group

We proceed to derive model-dependent ages for the βPic
moving group based on these four members with dynamical
masses. We use a similar Bayesian method as in Nielsen et al.
(2013) to construct posterior probability distributions for age.
We construct a 3D grid uniformly sampled in distance and
mass and logarithmically sampled in age. Each point in the grid
contains JHK apparent magnitudes by linearly interpolating the
isochrones. We then compute χ2 given the measured photo-
metry and errors in each band, and likelihood is taken as

µ c-eProb. 22
, as we assume Gaussian errors. Priors are flat in

linear age (given a uniform star formation rate), and Gaussians
in parallax and mass, corresponding to the measurements and
1σ uncertainties. Final age posterior probability density
functions (PDFs) are computed by marginalizing over mass
and distance, and are plotted in Figure 6
For the M stars, GJ 3305 A and B, and V343 Nor Ab, the

NIR fluxes from the isochrones are monotonically decreasing
with age over the initial tens of Myr, leading to well-defined
peaks in probability between 10 and 40Myr (Figure 6). A prior
that is uniform in age assigns a probability of an age between 1
and 10 Gyr that is 100 times larger than for an age between 1
and 100Myr. As a result, even though the photometry of
GJ3305A and B is most consistent with a ∼20Myr age, there
is a slight rise in probability for these two stars at several Gyr
since the high-mass end of the 1σ confidence intervals reaches
close to the main sequence. For the solar-mass star V343 Nor
Aa the 1σ errors in mass are consistent with the zero age main
sequence (ZAMS), so an age of several Gyr is preferred as this
is where solar-type stars stay for the majority of their lives.
However, the age posteriors show an increase in probability at
∼20 Myr reflecting the temporary increase in luminosity during
the pre-main sequence evolution expected as the core becomes
radiative and core nuclear burning begins, but before the core
expands and the luminosity decreases toward the ZAMS.

Figure 3. The best-fitting orbit (black) and 100 randomly selected orbits (blue) from the posterior distribution. The visual orbit is shown on the left, with solid lines
connecting each data point to the location on the best-fitting orbit corresponding to the observing epoch. On the right are separation, position angle, and RV against
time, with observed–calculated (O–C) residuals given below each plot, with respect to the best-fitting orbit. The combination of astrometry and RVs together provide a
well-constrained orbit.
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In order to produce model-dependent ages of the β Pic
moving group we treat the four stars as independent
measurements of the age, and multiply the posterior PDFs
together. The PDFs are not truly independent given the
covariances between the binaries in mass, NIR fluxes, and
distance, however given the similarity in the location of the
probability peaks this should be a minor effect. The top panel
of Figure 7 contains the product of the PDFs for only the M
stars, showing generally similar PDFs for each of the four

models, with ages ranging from 25±3Myr for the Y2 models
to 31±3Myr for the BHAC15 models. Ages are generally
older than the 24±3Myr derived by Bell et al. (2015), but
overall consistent. The bottom panel includes V343 Nor Aa as
well, where the models’ treatment of the onset of a radiative,
nuclear-burning core and the subsequent rise in luminosity adds
additional constraints on the age. In general the widths of the
posteriors shrink upon using all four stars, and most models
move toward a younger age, with the different models

Figure 4. Marginalized posterior distributions on all orbital parameters in diagonal elements, and covariances between them in the off-diagonal elements, with red,
blue, and green contours representing 68%, 95%, and 99.7% enclosed probability. Fit orbital parameters are semimajor axis (a, au), eccentricity (e), inclination angle
(i, degrees), argument of periastron (ω, degrees), position angle of nodes (Ω, degrees), epoch of periastron passage (T0, decimal years), total mass (Mtot, solar masses),
secondary mass (M2, solar masses), system RV (RV0, km s−1), and FEROS RV offset (RVF, km s−1). Also included are the derived quantities of period (P, years) and
primary mass (M1, solar masses). Covariances indicate that future astrometric observations that better constrain the semimajor axis will improve the errors on the mass
of V343 Nor Aa.
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producing ages from 23±2Myr for the Padova models to
28±3Myr for the Y2 models. The Padova models show good
agreement with the age determination of Bell et al. (2015),
while the other three models are at higher ages, but consistent
at the ∼1σ level.
To compute a final age for the β Pic moving group based on

both sets of binaries with astrometric masses we average the
four model-dependent posterior PDFs. This gives each set of
isochrones equal weight, and partially accounts for both the
measurement error and the systematic error of the different
models. Our final age determination of the β Pic moving group
based on these dynamical masses is then 26±3Myr.

4. DISCUSSION

Our age of 26±3Myr is slightly older than the 24±3Myr
age of Bell et al. (2015), which is derived from isochrone fitting
to all the stars in the group, but within 1σ uncertainties the two
ages are consistent with each other. While the differences
between the models continue to be the primary source of
uncertainty in these ages, more precise measurements of the
photometry of the components of V343 Nor A, as well as more
constrained masses for all objects, will improve the precision of
the age determinations for each individual model. Much of the
uncertainty in the mass of V343 Nor Aa comes from the

Figure 5. Comparison of the measured photometry and masses of V343 Nor Aa/Ab (red circles) to the four sets of theoretical models, as well as GJ 3305 A/B (gray
diamonds) from Montet et al. (2015), showing good agreement for the expected 20–30 Myr age of the system. For the plotted isochrones, colors corresponds to
different models, and linestyles to ages.

Figure 6. Normalized posterior distributions for age based on isochrones,
measured mass, and photometry of V343 Nor Aa/Ab and GJ 3305 A/B. When
the measurement touches the main sequence, the uniform age prior favors large
ages, but a young age is the clear best fit for V343 Nor Ab, GJ 3305 A, and GJ
3305 B, despite the tail at older ages.
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uncertainty in the orbital semimajor axis (as seen in the strong
covariance between the two in Figure 3), so future astrometric
monitoring of the orbit over the next 1–2 years will be
necessary to reduce these mass uncertainties.

Ages for the β Pic moving group have been derived through
a number of different methods, each converging on similar
values in recent years. Binks & Jeffries (2014), Malo et al.
(2014), and Macintosh et al. (2015) utilized the lithium
depletion boundary to derive ages of 21±4Myr,
26±3Myr, and 20±6Myr respectively. Mamajek & Bell
(2014) find a consistent traceback age for the system, but with
large uncertainties, and an isochronal age of 23±3Myr. The
most recent contribution by Bell et al. (2015) updates the
isochronal age to 24±3Myr. Montet et al. (2015) found an
age for GJ 3305 of 37±9Myr from a Bayesian analysis of the
dynamical masses and resolved and integrated photometry of
the system (we find similar results when using the BCAH15
models and only GJ 3305 AB JHK photometry, deriving an age
of 32± 6Myr). Our age of 26±3Myr, based on isochrone
fitting only to stellar members with dynamical masses, is well
within the ranges of these measurements, and gives further
weight to a ∼25Myr age of the βPic moving group. Malo

et al. (2014) use the spatial extent of the β Pic moving group to
estimate a timescale of star formation across the group of ∼5
Myr, similar in scale to the uncertainty we and other authors
present. A direct measurement of the age dispersion in the
group will likely require a higher degree of age precision for
individual stars than can currently be reached.
The masses of the directly imaged planets 51 Eri b and β Pic

b are largely unchanged if we adopt this new age. Using the
BT-SETTL models with the Caffau et al. (2011) solar
abundances32 (Baraffe et al. 2015, F. Allard et al. 2016, in
preparation) we compute masses by linearly interpolating the
grid for absolute H magnitude only. Errors are computed using
a Monte Carlo procedure taking into account errors in age and
absolute H. When moving from 20±6Myr of Macintosh
et al. (2015) to the 26±3Myr used here (and using the
Macintosh et al. 2015 value for H magnitude) the mass of
51Erib increases from 2.3±0.5MJup to 2.7±0.3MJup. For
βPicb, when using the H magnitude and age of 21±4Myr
from Morzinski et al. (2015), the mass increases from -

+12.4 0.8
0.9

MJup to -
+13.4 1.0

2.9 MJup.

5. CONCLUSION

We have presented new imaging observations of V343 Nor
A, as well as archival imaging of the pair and RVs of the
primary, which taken together allow for a precise determination
of the orbit. Our orbit fit shows well-defined orbital parameters,
including dynamical masses of 1.10±0.10Me and
0.292±0.018Me for the two components. The V343 Nor
A system thus joins GJ 3305 as only the second resolved
spectroscopic binary with dynamical masses in the β Pic
moving group that can serve as a benchmark for testing models
of pre-main sequence evolution.
Future astrometric monitoring of this system will further

improve the mass precision and thus the precision of the
model-dependent age of the β Pic moving group. At present
there is no astrometric measurement of the system when the
projected separation drops below 60 mas. Observations in
2017, when the projected separation should be between 20 and
40 mas, will be especially helpful in improving the precision of
the mass measurements. Such close separations should be
reachable with non-redundant masking (NRM) observations,
and is an ideal target for GPI NRM (Greenbaum et al. 2014).
2017 will also see the rapid decrease in RV from 6 to
−2 km s−1, a poorly sampled part of the RV phase curve. This
system also makes an excellent target for NIR spectroscopic
observations to detect the spectral lines of the secondary,
making the system a double-lined spectroscopic binary. Such
measurements would further constrain the orbital parameters,
specifically the mass ratio of the system (e.g., Mazeh
et al. 2003).
Overall there is excellent agreement between the age of the β

Pic moving group, as derived from isochrone fitting to all the
stars (Bell et al. 2015), the theoretical models, and the
dynamical masses and NIR photometry of these objects
spanning a factor of ∼4 in stellar mass. Identification and
monitoring of new resolved β Pic moving group binaries with
short enough orbital periods to provide dynamical masses on
reasonable timescales can further test the reliability of the
models’ relations between mass, age, and photometry.

Figure 7. Model dependent age posterior PDFs for the β Pic moving group
derived from the three M stars (top) and from all four stars including V343 Nor
Aa (bottom). The PDFs show well-constrained ages, and are consistent with the
24±3 Myr age for the moving group as a whole derived by Bell et al. (2015),
indicated by a vertical line and gray region for the 1σ uncertainty. By
combining all the PDFs together we reach a final age for the β Pic moving
group of 26±3 Myr.

32 https://phoenix.ens-lyon.fr/Grids/BT-Settl/CIFIST2011
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